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An index number is a method of evaluating variations in a variable or group of variables in regards to  

the geographical location, time, and other features. The base value of the index number is usually 100  

and indicates either to price, date, a level of production, etc. 

USES OF INDEX NUMBERS: 

1) HELP IN FORMULATING POLICIES 

Most of the economic and business decisions and policies are guided by Index numbers. 

For example: To increase DA government refers Cost of Living Index. 

To make any policy related to Industrial or Agricultural production, government refers to their 

respective Index Numbers. 
(2) HELP IN STUDY OF TRENDS 

Index Numbers help in the study of trends in variables like, Export-Import, Industrial &  

Agricultural Production, Share Prices etc. 

(3) HELPFUL IN FORECASTING  

Index Numbers not only help in the study of past and present behavior, they are also used for  

forecasting economic and business activities. 

(4) FACILITATES COMPARATIVE STUDY 

To make comparisons with respect to time and place, especially where units are different, Index  

numbers prove very useful. For example, change in ‘Industrial production’ can be compared with  

change in ‘Agricultural production’ with the help of Index numbers. 

(5) MEASUREMENT OF PURCHASING POWER OF MONEY TO MAINTAIN STANDARD OF LIVING 

Index Numbers, such as Cost Inflation Index, help in measuring purchasing power of money at  

different times, between different regions. Such analysis helps the government to frame suitable  

policies for maintaining or raising the standard of living of the people. 

(6) ACT AS ECONOMIC BAROMETER 

Index Numbers are very useful in knowing the level of economic and business activities of a country. So, these  

are rightly called Economic Barometers. 

Types of Index Number 

1. Wholesale Price Index Numbers: 

Wholesale price index numbers are constructed on the basis of the wholesale prices of certain 



important commodities. The commodities included in preparing these index numbers are mainly raw- 

materials and semi-finished goods. Only the most important and most price-sensitive and semi-  

finished goods which are bought and sold in the wholesale market are selected and weights are  

assigned in accordance with their relative importance. 

The wholesale price index numbers are generally used to measure changes in the value of money. The  

main problem with these index numbers is that they include only the wholesale prices of raw materials  

and semi-finished goods and do not take into consideration the retail prices of goods and services 

generally consumed by the common man. Hence, the wholesale price index numbers do not reflect  

true and accurate changes in the value of money. 

2. Retail Price Index Numbers: 

These index numbers are prepared to measure the changes.in the value of money on the basis of the  

retail prices of final consumption goods. The main difficulty with this index number is that the retail  

price for the same goods and for continuous periods is not available. The retail prices represent larger  

and more frequent fluctuations as compared to the wholesale prices 

 

Inflation and index numbers: 

Inflation is described a situation characterised by a sustained increase in the general price level. Generally,  

inflation is measured in terms of wholesale price index. 

Price level is measured by constructing a hypothetical basket of goods and services—meant to represent a  

typical set of consumer purchases—and calculating how the total cost of buying that basket of goods  

increases over time. 

The rate of inflation is measured as the percentage change between price levels over time. 

An index number is a unit-free number derived from the price level over a number of years that makes  

computing inflation rates easier. 
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